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Projects with Significant Potential 

Tropicana JV (IGO 30% targeting Gold) – A number of excellent results were released during the quarter at 
the Tropicana JV. This reinforces the multi-million ounce potential of the project.   We believe there is potential 
for a +3Moz resource.  We understand that a resource statement is expected to be released towards the end of 
FY2007.  AngloGold Ashanti Limited (“AGG”) has a large $A10m exploration budget committed to the project in 
CY2006.   

Further resource definition drilling will be conducted in the September quarter.  Aircore drilling will test some 
regional anomalies west of Tropicana and other gold anomalies located to the south west of Tropicana.  Any 
significant mineralisation has the potential for the market to draw comparisons with the success of the Tropicana 
prospect. 

Based upon our belief the Tropicana project has potential for a 3Moz resource, our valuation includes $30m for 
IGO’s share of the estimated Tropicana resource (1Moz @ A$30/oz).  However, as the project moves along the 
development stages, we expect this value to increase significantly.  For example, a 3Moz project at cash costs 
of A$350/oz could realized a large margin (~A$400-500/oz) at prevailing gold prices.  

Ravensthorpe JV (IGO earning 51-70% targeting Nickel) – We are particularly bullish about the chances of 
discovering an economic deposit within this project.  The project area covers about 60km of strike within the 
prospective Ravensthorpe Greenstone Belt. It has similarities to the Forrestania Greenstone belt and is in our 
opinion very under explored.  The project is located immediately adjacent to the RAV8 deposit which produced 
443,000t at 3.46% Ni for 15,350t Ni.  Drill testing of targets at Mt Short, RAV4 West and Jerdacuttup are 
expected in the September quarter. 

Goldsworthy JV (IGO 80% targeting Magnetite) – Drilling of the large gravity anomaly failed to return any 
hematite, however, three holes returned elevated copper, gold and arsenic.  The lack of banded iron formation 
indicates that the source of the large gravity is deeper than anticipated.  Therefore, IGO is planning a program 
of detailed ground magnetics and infill gravity to better define the magnetic anomaly.  Further drill testing is 
possible in the September quarter. 

Other Regional Exploration  

Mt Padbury (IGO 90%)– We are encouraged by the new gold discovery 35km south of the Fortnum Gold mine 
in WA.  Results include: 4m at 3.8g/t Au and 17m at 1.0g/t Au.  Any economic discovery could provide feed for 
Glen Eagle’s plant at Fortnum.  We understand drilling is continuing. 

Lake Lefroy JV (IGO earning 70%) – Contains an EM nickel anomaly which is expected to be tested in the 
September quarter.  

Duketon JV Bulge Nickel (IGO earning 70%) – 5km long EM anomaly (Bulge) expected to be tested in the 
September quarter.  

Dallwallinu Project (IGO 100%) –  Drilling has identified a number of gold prospects including Pithara (7m at 
21g/t Au, 3m at 33.5g/t Au).  However, follow-up drilling is unlikely until later in the year following the cropping 
season. 

3. Corporate Activity 
IGO has a goal of becoming a company which generates profits of +$100m per annum.  The Long Complex 
alone will not be able to achieve this goal.  Recently, IGO stated that it is not interested in company acquisitions 
as it considers them expensive.  However, IGO is considering project acquisitions and there is always a 
possibility of consolidation in the region (i.e. mergers).  With a strong cash position in excess of $50m this is an 
area that is likely to be given consideration. 

IGO holds an 18.9% stake in Matrix Metals Limited (“MRX”).  Given that MRX is getting close to the releasing its 
final Bankable Feasibility Study we believe it may signal an opportunity for IGO to exit its position and possibly 
realise a profit on its investment (originally paid 10.97cps). 

Conclusion 
Overall, we believe IGO should be trading at a 10-15% premium to our valuation of $2.64-$2.78 per share 
($2.90-$3.20 per share).  This takes into consideration the outstanding profit result, near mine exploration 
potential and the large package of other exploration projects.  Therefore, we rate Independence Group NL as 
an Accumulate. 

 

 








